Installation Instructions
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What’s in the Box
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WiFi connection required

Download the App
iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered trademarks
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other
countries and regions. App Store is a service
mark of Apple Inc.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are
trademarks of Google LLC.

INSTALL

Keylite Connect

Wall mount assembly (optional)

Screw hole position template
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Note: The use of suitable alternatives is strictly prohibited.

Important information
Carefully read the instructions prior to installation or
operation. Ensure the fitting instructions are not disposed
of immediately after the installation and always hand
them over to any future user(s).

Safety
All keyliteConnect® products are strictly for indoor use
only, additionally they are not permitted to be used in
damp or wet environments indoor such as bathrooms
and/or wet-rooms.
If the keyliteConnect® Hub or power supply gets wet,
carefully unplug all cables without getting your hands
wet and wait for the Hub and power supply to dry
completely before plugging them in again. Never
attempt to subsequently dry your Hub or power supply
with an external heat source such as a microwave oven
or a hair dryer.
Keylite recommend you only use the mains cable supplied.
If the mains cable is damaged in any way, it must not be
used and should be replaced immediately with an official
Keylite replacement.

keyliteConnect® may be used by persons over the
age of eight years, who possess sufficient experience
and knowledge of the system. This is on condition that
they have been provided with instruction as to the safe
operation and use of the system as well as demonstrating
an understanding of all the associated hazards with the
system and in particular regarding its miss-use.
For safety, compliance and other information regarding
your keyliteConnect® product, consult the user manual
and any other information provided by the manufacturer.

Product
The Radio frequency range of the keyliteConnect® Hub
is 300m free field. Depending on the building construction
the indoor range is approximately 30m. However buildings
with reinforced concrete, metal ceilings and plastered
walls with steel members may have an adverse effect on
the range which could result in it being reduced.
Keylite recommend that field tests are conducted to ensure
the Hub can operate all the products intended prior to its
final fixing to any wall or subsequent other solid surface.
The only way to turn off the keyliteConnect® Hub is
to disconnect the power supply. Always ensure that the
power socket is easily accessible.

In some areas the disposal of certain electronic devices
is regulated. Make sure you dispose of or recycle your
Hub and power supply in accordance with your local
laws and regulations.
keyliteConnect® packaging is 100% recyclable and
should be disposed of in your recycling bin.

Additionally the keyliteConnect® Hub requires an
internet connection for control either in the home, away
from the home or for automated control.

Technical Details
Brand

Keylite

Maintenance

Item Weight

67g

keyliteConnect Hub requires a minimal amount of
maintenance. The surface may be cleaned with a soft,
damp cloth.

Product Dimensions

7.5 x 7.5 x 2.5cm

Item Model Number

KG4

Style

Connect Hub

Disconnect the power supply from the mains electric prior
to conducting any maintenance or service work to the
window and products connected to it, and ensure that it
cannot be reconnected unintentionally.

Colour

White

Material

Plastic

Power Supply

100 - 240v AC

Spare parts are available from Keylite Roof Windows.

Frequency

50/60hZ

Current Consumption

0.2A

WiFi Connectivity Requirements

802.11 b/g/n (2.4GHz)

Operational Temperature

-5°C - 45°C

Power and Plug Description

Electricity, male/male plug

®

Interfaces
Compatible with:
iOS: keyliteConnect® requires an iPhone, iPad or iPod
Touch with iOS 12.0 or later.
Android: keyliteConnect® requires Android Pie and
higher with access to Google Play.
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